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George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Letters: 3 Boxes, 13 Folders: 472 letters, 9 notes, 3 lists, 2 cards, 2 clippings, 2 receipts, 2 telegrams, 1920-1968 (492 items)

Abstracts

Ottley R. Coulter

Ottley Coulter was a famous circus strongman and handbalancer. Coulter was born June 6, 1890 in Parkland, Ohio. His exploits led Coulter to be named Strongman of 1912. He participated in the National Police Gazette Strongman Tournament in 1918, lifting a total of 7,306 pounds over the course of several events. In the early 1920s, Coulter and George Jowett formed the American Continental Weightlifting Association (A.C.W.L.A.) to regulate the practice. Coulter later began to collect all manner of items related to the iron game. Terry Todd met Ottley while using Coulter’s materials to aid in the completion of Todd’s PhD dissertation. Coulter passed away in 1976 and the fonds were purchased by Jan and Terry Todd. The materials became part of their physical culture collection which developed into the basis for the creation of the Stark Center. The letters in the Jowett-Coulter Letters (a sub-collection of the Ottley R. Coulter Collection) mention numerous famous physical culturists and organizations.

George Fiusdale Jowett

George F. Jowett was one of the first to offer strength correspondence courses to people at a time when there really were relatively few gymnasiums. He was born December 23, 1891 in England and lived there until 1911 when he immigrated to Canada. In 1923 he moved to Pittsburgh and then Scranton, Pennsylvania where he established the Jowett Institute of Physical Culture. Also in the early 1920s, Jowett and Ottley Coulter formed the American Continental Weightlifting Association (A.C.W.L.A.) in an effort to standardize records. In later years Jowett established the Body Sculpture Club in England and became the public warden for his local church. He also tried to bring
industry to the Morrisburg, Ontario, Canada area, succeeding with a chemical plant in 1959. He passed away in 1969. The correspondence in the Jowett-Coulter Letters sub-collection spans nearly 50 years and covers sundry physical culture topics.

**Access**

Access to the Jowett-Coulter Letters is restricted to visitors of the H.J. Lutcher Stark Center for Physical Culture and Sports and must be requested in writing prior to arrival at the Center. The research request/proposal should explain the proposed project, the expected outcome, and institutional affiliation, if any. Requests should be sent to: Dr. Jan Todd at jan@starkcenter.org. For additional information, please phone 512-471-0993. Digital copies of some of the letters are available. Each of the letters that have been scanned is linked to its Stark Center E-Archives page. Simply click on the link to navigate to that page, which includes a link to the scan of the letter under the keyword: Files.

**Restrictions on Use**

The Stark Center retains the right to limit the use of the Jowett-Coulter Letters under certain conditions. No copies of any materials in the collection may be made without permission.

**Processing Information:**
Collection processed in 2014 by Geoff Schmalz, Stark Center Archivist. To contact Geoff about the content of the collection, please write him at geoff@starkcenter.org or call 512-471-0991.

**Copyright**

The user is cautioned that the publication of any of the contents of this collection may be construed as constituting a violation of literary property rights. These rights derive from the principle of common law, affirmed in the 1976 copyright act, that the writer of
an unpublished letter or other manuscript has the sole right to publish the contents thereof for the duration of the copyright. Unless he or she affirmatively parts with that right, the right descends to his or her legal heirs regardless of the ownership of the physical manuscript itself. It is the responsibility of an author or his publisher to secure permission of the owner of literary property rights in unpublished writing. *This material may be protected by copyright law (Title 17, U.S. Code).*

**Right to Privacy: Sensitive Materials Statement**

Manuscript collections and archival records may contain materials with sensitive or confidential information that is protected under federal or state right to privacy laws and regulations. Researchers are advised that the disclosure of certain information pertaining to identifiable living individuals represented in this collection without the consent of those individuals may have legal ramifications (e.g., a cause of action under common law for invasion of privacy may arise if facts concerning an individual’s private life are published that would be deemed highly offensive to a reasonable person) for which the H.J. Lutcher Stark Center and the University of Texas at Austin assumes no responsibility.

**Preferred Citation**

The George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Letters, H.J. Lutcher Stark Center for Physical Culture & Sports, The University of Texas at Austin. *[There is no space between H.&J.]*

**Index to Associations**

Amateur Athletic Union (A.A.U.)

American Amateur Weight Lifters Association (A.A.W.L.A.)

Association of Bar Bell Men (A.B.B.M.)

American Continental Weight Lifting Association (A.C.W.L.A.)
Likely the American Weight Lifting Association (A.W.L.A.)
British Amateur Weight Lifting Association (B.A.W.L.A.)
British Weight Lifting Association (B.W.L.A.)
International Correspondence Schools (I.C.S.)
Young Men's Christian Association (Y.M.C.A.)

**Biographical Notes**

**Ottley R. Coulter**

Ottley Coulter excelled as a circus strongman, muscle control artist and later as a handbalancer with his partner, Charles Shaffer. Born in Parkland, Ohio, June 6, 1890, Coulter made use of nutrition and training to become the stoutest of his household. He performed throughout the 19 teens as a circus strongman, achieving the title of *Strongman of 1912*. Furthermore, Coulter toured with Charles Shaffer performing handbalancing acts in different arenas and at circuses, beginning in 1916. On March 21, 1918, Coulter took part in the *National Police Gazette Strongman Tournament* organized by the publisher of the *Gazette*, Richard K. Fox. At that contest, Coulter performed the Jefferson lift with 510 pounds, a world record at the time. Over a series of events Coulter lifted an astounding 7,306 pounds though he only weighed 139 pounds. In 1923, Coulter performed another world record endeavor by succeeding in the raising of 109 pounds in the Rectangular Fix lift.

Coulter met Ethel Alexander, whom he married in 1917. The couple moved to Pittsburgh around 1920 and together they had three children: Athelda, David and John Robert. In the early 1920s, Coulter and George F. Jowett worked together to create the first weightlifting association in the United States, the American Continental Weight Lifting Association (A.C.W.L.A.). Coulter and Jowett also attempted to create an Apollo Training Course correspondence system, but the courses did not catch on with the
public and had to be abandoned. In 1931, Coulter briefly considered joining George Jowett at the Health Developing Company, makers of the famous Seat of Health rowing machine. However, Ottley decided the New York City position would too often take him away from Ethel and the children in Pennsylvania. Moreover, Ethel wanted to continue to raise chickens, not a likely proposition in New York City.

In later years, Ottley Coulter and George Jowett remained close. The letters from the 1960s detailed how both men felt that physical culture had lost its way thanks to the rise of bodybuilding and an overemphasis on muscle size. Nevertheless, Coulter retained his love for the iron game and continued to attend both weightlifting and powerlifting contests. Ottley further related his meeting with Terry Todd and Ottley’s belief that his vast physical culture holdings needed to be preserved for future generations. Coulter stated in one of the 1967 letters that as he was nearly 77 he would not have much longer use for his collection, and that if he felt the amount offered to him by Todd and the University of Texas at Austin were commensurate with the fonds’ value, the University would receive the materials. Ottley Coulter passed away in 1976, but through the purchase of his collection (including the Jowett-Coulter Letters sub-collection) by what became the Stark Center; Coulter has ensured that generations will be fascinated by the iron game.

**George Fiusdale Jowett**

George Fiusdale Jowett first engaged in wrestling and strongman feats, including arm wrestling (wrist turning), later creating a fitness correspondence course offered to the public so that they might achieve his muscularity. Born in Bradford, Yorkshire, England, December 23, 1891, Jowett participated in wrestling and boxing bouts as early as age 15, immigrating to Canada in 1911 at the age of 19. He arrived in Inkerman, Ontario and worked as a blacksmith for over a decade. On October 15, 1913 he married Elizabeth (Bessie) Hilda Bouck and their daughter, Frances Phyllis Eliza (went by Phyllis) arrived April 30, 1916. In 1923 George F. Jowett moved to Pittsburgh, PA
where he taught physical education classes and performed in strength shows. Jowett befriended Ottley Coulter, a famous strongman, at that time, and together they founded the first weightlifting association in the United States, the American Continental Weight Lifting Association (A.C.W.L.A.). The A.C.W.L.A. tried to create standards for types and methods of lifts, such that records could be vetted and the public could trust in their veracity.

Jowett later moved to Scranton, PA where he founded the Jowett Institute of Physical Culture, the concern that would publish his famous fitness correspondence courses. Then he moved to Philadelphia, there creating his American Athletic Appliance Company, and for the Canadian Market, the Canadian Athletic Appliance Co. (based in Morrisburg, Ontario): leaders in the production of exercise equipment. He also was involved with the Health Sales Corporation, producer of the Seat of Health, a rowing machine that folded to fit in a suitcase. Johnny Weissmuller, of swimming and Tarzan fame, loved the product so much that he endorsed it without compensation. Furthermore, a Mitchell Parish and Frank Perkins song of the early 1930s celebrated the apparatus, exclaiming that you *Seat Yourself in a Seat of Health (And You’ll Sit Pretty All Day)*.

A 1940 back accident led George F. Jowett to start to slow down, but Ben Rayburn kept using his image and name to promote correspondence fitness courses into the early 1960s. After moving back to Inkerman in 1945, Jowett befriended a young Joe Weider and later allowed Ben and Joe Weider to sell some of his remaining strength books. Jowett became the public warden of Holy Trinity Anglican Church in nearby Riverside, helping to move the building so it would not be submerged by the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Project. Jowett also wrote a religious book, entitled *The Drama of the Lost Disciples*, first published in 1961. Jowett continued to work for the community, trying to get companies to locate plants in Cornwall, another city near to Inkerman. Jowett passed away July 11, 1969 and a window in Holy Trinity Church was dedicated to him reading: To The Glory of God And In Ever Loving Memory of

**Scope and Content**

3 Boxes, 13 Folders: 472 letters, 9 notes, 3 lists, 2 cards, 2 clippings, 2 receipts, 2 telegrams, 492 Items (1920-1968).

The entirety of the Jowett-Coulter Letters sub-collection of the Ottley R. Coulter Collection is correspondence between George F. Jowett and Ottley R. Coulter, ranging from 1920-1968. In the 472 letters and various other items the two men discuss many physical culture topics and mention giants of the field such as Eugen Sandow, Arthur Saxon, Joe Weider and countless others. This makes the sub-collection an indispensable resource for the understanding of the history of the iron game and its role in the story of physical culture in general.

**Collection Arrangement**

3 Boxes: 13 Folders, 1920-1968 (492 items)

Box 1: 5 Folders: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1920-1926 (148 items)

Box 1, Folder 1: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1920-1922 (20 items)

- **Letter 1**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: Barbell and Dumb-bell lifters; British Amateur Weight Lifting Association (B.A.W.L.A.); People: maybe John Egan, maybe T.J. Gulliek, C.V. Wheeler; Publications: *Strength*, 11/9/1920 (1 item)

- **Letter 2**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: American Continental Weight Lifters Association (A.C.W.L.A.), British Weight
Lifting Association (B.W.L.A.); People: Bernard Bernard, Arthur Gay; Publications: *Health and Life*, *Health and Strength*, 6/13/1922 (1 item)

Letter 3: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: B.A.W.L.A., B.W.L.A.; People: Bernard Bernard, Louis Cyr; Publications: *Health and Strength*, *Strength*; Coulter advocated creation of weight lifting organization in 1917, understands need for state representatives, 6/19/1922 (1 item)


   Encl.: Complete List of the 49 Lifts recognized by The American Continental Weight-lifters Association (A.C.W.L.A.), ca. 7/1922 (1 item)

**Card 1:** Jowett to Coulter: Did you receive my last letter about the particulars of the lifting association and the 49 lifts, 7/6/1922 (1 item)

**Letter 5:** Jowett to Coulter: If a representative of the association completes a lift he cannot sign a document certifying it, needs a witness to sign, 7/6/1922 (1 item)

Publications: *Health and Life*, *New York Clipper Annual*, *Physical Culture*, *Strength*, 7/12/1922 (3 items)

Encl. (page 5a): List of possible A.C.W.L.A. province and state representatives: Canada: Archie Gillespie (MB); United States: Waldon R. Adams (WA), Arthur (hard to read) Carr (OR), Robert Dallas (IN), F.N. DeLuca (VA), C. Frank Dieks (NJ), H.B. Foresunion (hard to read) (OK), William Francis (GA), Peter Gawruas (hard to read) (NH), W.B. Hobert (MS), Sigmund Klein (OH), Charles MacMahon (NJ), Martin Nelson (MT), Adolph Nordquest (OH), Harry Paschall (OH), M.L. Tampke (LA), 7/12/1922 (1 item)

Encl.: Notes re: Ottley Coulter’s strength career: Key mentions: Awards: *Maxick (Max Sick) Medal*; Companies: Milo Gymnasium, Frank A. Robbins Circus; Contests: *National Police Gazette tourney*; People: Adolph Nordquest, Charles Shaffer; Publications: *Billboard, Clipper, Strength, Variety*; Strength feats: handbalancing, muscle control, progressive lifting, tears almanacs and telephone books, understander in *Coulter and (Charles) Shaffer* (1 item)

**Letter 7**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: *America’s Strongest Man*; Lifts: Jefferson, Kennedy; People: Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, maybe John Egan, Arthur Gay, Charley Jefferson, James Walter Kennedy, Robert Snyder; Publications: *Health and Life*, 7/24/1922 (1 item)

Jefferson, James Walter Kennedy, Charles Shaffer, Robert Snyder, Warren Travis, Clark Waddell, Heinrich Weber; Publications: *Health and Life*, *Health and Strength*, *National Police Gazette*, *Physical Culture*, *Strength*, ca. 9/1922 (1 item)


**Letter 13**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Contests: *Olympic Games*; People: Joseph Alzin, Otto Arco, Charles Atlas, Bernard Bernard, Alan


Publications: Billboard, Health and Life, Strength, 12/19/1922 (1 item)

Box 1, Folder 2: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1923 (23 items)
Letter 1: Jowett to Coulter: Have not heard from you, did you get my last letters, did you get any estimates for the cost of (strength) booklets, please reply, 1/1/1923 (1 item)


Letter 4: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Arenas: Madison Square Garden (NY); Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Athletic Publications, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Bernard Bernard, likely Farmer Burns, Earl Caddock, Edwin Checkley, Mr. Decuetral (hard to read), George Hackenschmidt, William Holt, Earle Liederman, Jim Londos, Charles MacMahon, Anton Matysek, Maxick (Max Sick), W.A. Pullum, John Sloan, Robert Snyder, Joe Stecher, David Willoughby; Publications: *Health and Strength, Strength*; Training courses: likely Farmer Burns’ course, Checkley
System, George Hackenschmidt’s Wrestling course, Maxick’s Muscle Control 1/11/1923 (1 item)

Letter 5: Coulter to John Sloan c/o Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Publications: *Health and Life*, 1/14/1923 (1 item)


**Letter 7**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, Edwin Checkley, Ethel Coulter, Arthur Gay, George Hackenschmidt, William Randolph Hearst, Earle Liederman, Anton Matysek, Maxick (Max Sick), W.A. Pullum, John Sloan, Robert Snyder, David Willoughby; Publications: *Billboard, Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Maxick’s Muscle Control, 1/15/1923 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Locations: Coney Island (NY); People: Bernard Bernard, Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, Arthur Gay, William Holt, Earle Liederman, John Sloan, Robert Snyder; Publications: Health and Life, 1/18/1923 (1 item)


Letter 11: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Earle Liederman, W.A. Pullum, Charles Shaffer, Lionel Strongfort, Ray White (hard to read); Possible names for Coulter and Jowett as publishers: Herculean Bros., Vulcan Bros.; Publications: Strength, 1/22/1923 (1 item)


Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: Horace Barre, J.H. Bastow, Bernard Bernard, Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, Arthur Giroux, Earle Liederman, Oscar Marineau, Robert Snyder, 2/1/1923 (1 item)

Letter 16: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Charles Atlas, Bernard Bernard, Ethel Coulter, Arthur Giroux, likely Charles Hyson, Earle Liederman, Oscar Marineau, A. Smith, Robert Snyder, Lawrence Stone; Publications: Physical Culture, 2/1/1923 (1 item)


**Letter 20**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Lifts: Overhead Military Press; Locations: Coney Island (NY); Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: Charles Atlas, Alan Calvert, Arthur Gay, Earle Liederman, Anton Matysek, Robert Snyder, David Willoughby; Publications: Health and Life, Strength, 2/10/1923 (1 item)


**Letter 22**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: W.A. Pullum bar; Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: Bernard Bernard, Ethel Coulter, Arthur Gay, August Johnson, W.A. Pullum; Publications: Health and Life, 2/15/1923 (2 items) (only the letter is scanned, not the clipping)

Encl.: Retyped clipping from Health and Life re: George Jowett, ca. 2/15/1923 (1 item)
Box 1, Folder 3: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1924 (36 items)

Letter 1: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: J.A., Hubert Barzen, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, P.J. Donahoe, Bess Jowett, W.A. Pullum, Charles Shaffer, Charles B. Swift; Publications: Health and Life; Training courses: Great Strength and Lifting, Sunday, 1924 (1 item)

Letter 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: J.A., Hubert Barzen, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, maybe Bill Esplen, August Johnson, Bess Jowett, Hercules McCann, Robert H. Sayre, Charles Shaffer, Charles B. Swift, Sunday, 1924 (1 item)


Letter 5: Jowett to Coulter: Companies: Hammond Typewriters, Milo Bar-Bell; People: J.A., Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, Calvin
Core, August Johnson; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength, Wednesday night, 1924 (1 item)


Letter 7: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, Charles B. Swift, David Willoughby, Thursday, 1924 (1 item)

Letter 8: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Alan Calvert, John Chile, Frank Dennis, Harry McKrell, Clark, Harold, or Herbert Waddell (not clear in the letter), Friday, 1924 (1 item)


Letter 10: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Books: Strong Men I Have Met, by Earle Liederman; People: Otto Arco, Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, likely Joseph P. Carberry, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, M.A. Losey, Charles MacMahon, likely
Clevio Massimo, Anton Matysek, Adolph or Joe Nordquest (not clear in the letter), W.A. Pullum, A. Smith, Henry Steinborn, David Willoughby, Saturday, 1924 (1 item)

Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: likely Arvid Anderson, Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, maybe Chauncey DePew, P.J. Donahoe, maybe Marcus Hartman, Charles Shaffer, 6/9/1924 (1 item)

Letter 12: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, maybe Bill Esplen, likely Charley Jefferson, August Johnson, Bess Jowett, D.G. Redmond, Charles Shaffer, Charles B. Swift; Publications: Health and Life, 7/28/1924 (1 item)

Letter 13: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Names for Jowett: Canada’s Strongest Athlete; People: Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, August Johnson, maybe Arundel Holmes Nicholls; Publications: Health and Life, ca. 8/1924 (1 item)


Letter 16, Letter 16b: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Books: Muscle Building, Strong Men I Have Met, both by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: Brooklyn (NY) contest; People: Charles Atlas, Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Siegmund Breibtart, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, W.A. Pullum, D.G. Redmond, David Willoughby; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, 9/26/1924 (1 item)

Letter 18: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Books: *Strong Men I Have Met* by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: *Olympic Games*; Lifts: Hand and Thigh Lift, Harness Lift, Rectangular Fix; People: Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Calvin Core, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Earle Liederman, Oscar Marineau, W.A. Pullum, David Willoughby; Training courses: Apollo System, 9/30/1924 (1 item)


Letter 21: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Arenas: Madison Square Garden (NY); Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Books: *Muscle Building, Strong Men I Have Met*, both by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Pamphlets: *The Scientific Side of Weight Lifting* by George Jowett; People: Otto Arco, Hubert Barzen, Mr. Brancaccio, Ernest Cadine, Frank Dennis, Earle Liederman, Anton Matysek, Robert H. Sayre, Charles B. Swift; Publications: *The Mat, Strength*, 10/10/1924 (1 item)

Letter 22: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Hubert Barzen, Mr. Bill, John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett), Mr. Brancaccio, Ethel Coulter, likely Mike Ford, G.E. Gauger, likely Bill Good, Bess Jowett,
Mr. Nixon, Charles B. Swift; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, 10/12/1924 (1 item)

Letter 23: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Robert H. Sayre; Training courses: Apollo System, 10/13/1924 (1 item)


Encl.: Coulter to Jowett: Strongmen Biographies re: Louis Cyr, Pierre Gasnier, Eugen Sandow, Arthur Saxon, Warren Travis; Key mentions: Arenas: International Hall, Madison Square Garden (NY); Companies: Keith’s, (P.T.) Barnum and Bailey’s Circus, Buffalo Bill (Cody)’s Circus, Ringling Bros. Circus, John Robinson 10 Big Circus; Gyms: National Sporting Club, Olympic Club (San Francisco, CA); Locations: Royal Aquarium (London, UK); Newspapers: *Boston Post*; People: Carl Abs, likely S.M. Anspec,

Publications: *National Police Gazette*; Schools: Harvard University, 10/25/1924 (1 item)

Letter 26: Jowett c/o Milo Bar-Bell Co. to Coulter: Key mentions:
Publications: *Strength*; please send measurements, 10/27/1924 (1 item)

Letter 27: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: likely Bruno Arcari, Mr. Castanas, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, Mr. Ferra, Benito Gardini, likely Ingemar Johansson, Bess Jowett, Frank Judson, Mr. Leppanni, Jim Londos, likely Nick Lutz, Harry McKrell, W.A. Pullum, Robert H. Sayre, Charles Shaffer, Henry Steinborn, likely Oresti Vadelfi, David Willoughby, Stanislaus Zybysko; Training courses: Apollo System, 10/27/1924 (1 item)

Letter 28: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Calvin Core, Henry Steinborn, 11/7/1924 (1 item)

Letter 30: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Otto Arco, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, W.A. Pullum, Robert H. Sayre, Charles B. Swift, David Willoughby, 12/2/1924 (1 item)

Letter 31: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Books: *Strong Men I Have Met* by Earle Liederman; Contests: *Olympic Games*; People: Otto Arco, Hubert Barzen, likely Joseph P. Carberry, Calvin Core, likely Hermann Goerner or Hermann Saxon (not clear in the letter), Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, Anton Matysek, W.A. Pullum, Robert Snyder, Charles B. Swift, David Willoughby; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, 12/11/1924 (1 item)

Letter 33: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Hubert Barzen, Sigmund Klein, M.A. Losey, Robert Snyder, Henry Steinborn, 12/16/1924 (1 item)

Letter 34: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Roman Chair; Holidays: Christmas; People: Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, John Chile, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Sigmund Klein, Charles Shaffer, Henry Steinborn, Charles B. Swift; Publications: The Mat, 12/18/1924 (1 item)

Letter 35: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Roman Chair; Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas, New Year’s Day; People: Otto Arco, Hubert Barzen, Bernard Bernard, Alan Calvert, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, Maxick (Max Sick), Clifford Brill Severn, Robert Snyder, Henry Steinborn, Charles B. Swift; Publications: Health and Life, The Mat, Strength, 12/31/1924 (1 item)

Box 1, Folder 4: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1925 (51 items)

Letter 1: Bess and George Jowett to Coulter: Taking Bess (George Jowett’s wife) in for an operation, looking for duplicate of mailing list you promised me in Pittsburgh, 1/1925 (1 item)

Letter 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Otto Arco, Ethel Coulter, V. De Lamarrhe, Henry Steinborn; Publications: Health and Life, Strength, 1/3/1925 (1 item)
Letter 3: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Launceston Elliot, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Josef Steinbach; Publications: Strength, 1/26/1925 (1 item)

Letter 4: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Awards: Jowett Medal; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Otto Arco, William Capossere, V. De Lamarrhe, Launceston Elliot, likely Robert Jones, Bess Jowett, Josef Steinbach, Joseph M. Unetich; Training courses: Apollo System, 1/28/1925 (1 item)

Letter 5: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Launceston Elliot, likely Robert Jones, Josef Steinbach; Publications: Strength, 2/9/1925 (1 item)

Letter 6: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, Launceston Elliot, likely Robert Jones, Bess Jowett, Josef Steinbach; Training courses: Apollo System, 2/12/1925 (1 item)

Letter 7: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Mr. Bunker, Alan Calvert, Launceston Elliot, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Josef Steinbach, Charles B. Swift; Publications: Health and Life, Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, 2/23/1925 (1 item)

Letter 8: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Bess Jowett, M.A. Losey, William H. Mills; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, 2/25/1925 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Hubert Barzen, John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett), Alan Calvert, Edwin Checkley, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett; Publications: Strength;
Schools: Peoples College; Training courses: Checkley System, 2/27/1925 (1 item)


Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Earle Liederman, Andy Passanant; Publications: *Strength*, 3/3/1925 (1 item)


Letter 14: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Publications: *Strength*; Did you get the certificates I sent you?; big event on April 4th, 3/21/1925 (1 item)

**Letter 16:** G.E. Gauger c/o Jowett ((as John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett)) to Coulter: Key mentions: Locations: York, PA; People: Dave Pellicotti; Publications: Strength, 4/6/1925 (1 item)


Letter 19: Jowett to Coulter: Could you come and lift in an exhibition in May?; you would get a medal and your expenses would be covered; Publications: Strength, 4/22/1925 (1 item)


Letter 22: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: G.E. Gauger; Publications: *Strength*; Can you come on June 6th?; will have the platform fixed up for you if you can, 5/5/1925 (1 item)

Letter 23: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Sparks Circus; People: Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Launceston Elliot, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Anton Matysek, Monte Saldo, Robert Snyder; Publications: *Physical Fitness, Strength*, 5/9/1925 (1 item)

Letter 24: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: B.A.W.L.A.; Books: *Secrets of Strength* by Earle Liederman; People: Mark Berry, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Philippe Fournier, Mr. Hall, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, M.A. Losey, Josef Manger, Don Pitts, L. Raferty, Monte Saldo, Arthur Saxon, Robert Snyder; Publications: *Physical Fitness, Strength*; Statues: Achilles, Apollo Belvedere, Farnese Hercules, 5/11/1925 (1 item)

Letter 25: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Monte Saldo; Publications: *Physical Fitness, Strength*; My records for selected lifts
performed both when I was a middleweight and light-heavyweight lifter (for article about Jowett in Monte Saldo’s *Physical Fitness*), 5/15/1925 (1 item)

Letter 26: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Newspapers: *The* (Uniontown, PA) *Herald*; People: Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Frank Dennis, Mr. Hall, Earle Liederman, M.A. Losey, Josef Manger, William H. Mills, W.A. Pullum, Mr. Rafferty, Monte Saldo; Publications: *Physical Fitness, Strength*, 6/1/1925 (1 item)

Letter 27: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Hermann Goerner, Josef Steinbach, Karl Witzelberger; Publications: *Strength*, 6/1/1925 (1 item)


Letter 29: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: G.E. Gauger; Publications: *Strength*; Thanks for the information on the two pictures; hope you received the record book, 6/6/1925 (1 item)

Letter 31: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Ethel Coulter, Arthur Gay, Earle Liederman, Charles Shaffer; Publications: Strength, 6/13/1925 (1 item)


Letter 33: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Louis Burger, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman; Publications: Strength, 6/25/1925 (1 item)

Letter 34: Jowett as John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett) to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Publications: Strength, 6/30/1925 (1 item)

Letter 35: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Mr. Allen, Mr. Craig, Bess Jowett, Teddy Mack, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond; Publications: Strength, 7/23/1925 (1 item)


Encl.: Coulter to D.G. Redmond: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: George Jowett; Publications: Strength, 7/24/1925 (1 item)
Letter 37: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Edward Aston, Mr. Bassener, Mr. Gournal, Mr. Jaessler, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, William H. Mills, likely W.A. Pullum, D.G. Redmond, L. Schwartz, Royal Smith, Josef Steinbach, Mr. Strousberger, Karl Swoboda, Karl Witzelberger; Publications: *Strength*, 8/3/1925 (1 item)

Letter 38: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Books: *The Truth about Weight Lifting* by Alan Calvert; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Edward Aston, Alan Calvert, Louis Cyr, Hermann Gassler, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Josef Steinbach, Karl Witzelberger, 8/11/1925 (1 item)

Letter 39: Jowett as John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett) to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Publications: *Strength*; Please send a post-card sized photograph of yourself for the September 5th convention, 8/13/1925 (1 item)

Letter 40: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: G.E. Gauger, D.G. Redmond, L. Schwartz; Publications: *Strength*, 8/14/1925 (1 item)

Letter 41: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: J.A., Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Charles MacMahon, Charles B. Swift, Henry W. Titus, 8/19/1925 (1 item)

Letter 42: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Boards: Pennsylvania Board of Public Instruction; Companies: Moosehead Manufacturing; People: Guy Brown, Mr. Bryson, Calvin Core, maybe Gilbert Hunt, Bess Jowett, 8/20/1925 (1 item)

Letter 43: G.E. Gauger (Jowett’s secretary) as John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett) to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.;
People: George Jowett; Publications: *Strength*; received your photograph, 8/24/1925 (1 item)

Letter 44: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Calvin Core, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett; Publications: *Strength*, 9/1/1925 (1 item)

Letter 45: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Frank Dennis, Sigmund Klein, Harry Paschall, Warren Travis; Publications: *Strength*, 10/13/1925 (2 items)

   Encl.: Receipt for fragile Insured Mail, 8/21/1925 (1 item)

Letter 46: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, Charles Shaffer, 12/3/1925 (1 item)

Letter 47: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: *National Police Gazette tourney*; Holidays: Christmas; People: Mr. Allen, Siegmund Breitbart, Mr. Bryson, Calvin Core, likely Jack Curley, Mons de Moke, Jack or Jack *Nonpareil* Dempsey (not clear in the letter), G.E. Gauger, likely Joe Glick, George Hackenschmidt, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Teddy Mack, Tex O’Rourke, likely Dr. Benjamin Roller, Eugen Sandow, Joe Stecher, Warren Travis; Political Parties: Democratic, Republican; Publications: *National Police Gazette, Strength*; Training courses: Breitbart System, 12/18/1925 (1 item)

Letter 48: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Breitbart Inc.; Holidays: Christmas; People: John Bradford (a pseudonym for George Jowett), Siegmund Breitbart, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, likely Jack Curley, Mr. Inglis, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Karl Moerke, Eugen Sandow, Warren Travis; Publications: *Strength*, 12/22/1925 (1 item)
Letter 49: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Holidays: Christmas; People: Art Dandurand, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, Eugen Sandow, John Y. Smith; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Muscle Posing by Charles MacMahon, 12/30/1925 (1 item)

Box 1, Folder 5: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1926 (18 items)

**Letter 1:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: D.G. Redmond; Publications: Strength, 1/20/1926 (1 item)

Letter 2: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Citizens Title and Trust; People: Areford Bros., Mr. Black, D.G. Redmond, 1/21/1926 (1 item)

Letter 3: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: William Coulter (Ottley Coulter’s uncle), maybe Paddy Harmon, 2/3/1926 (1 item)

**Letter 4:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Publications: Strength; Will try to get away to talk over possibilities of land deal, 2/6/1926 (1 item)

**Letter 5:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Joe Cohen, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein; Publications: Strength, 4/9/1926 (1 item) (partial scan)

Letter 6: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman; Training courses: Great Strength, 4/15/1926 (1 item)

**Letter 7:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Alan Calvert, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, D.G. Redmond; Publications: Strength, 4/19/1926 (1 item)
Letter 8: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Arenas: Crosley Field (Cincinnati, OH); Books: Secrets of Strength by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Alan Calvert, Edwin Checkley, Joe Cohen, William Coulter (Ottley Coulter’s uncle), Louis Cyr, George Day, Emile Deriaz, Maurice Deriaz, Edmond Desbonnet, Mr. Franks, Mrs. William Graber, Henry Holtgrewe, likely Spider Kelly, Otis Lambert, Earle Liederman, Georg Lurich, Charles MacMahon, likely Ray Miller, Adolph Nordquest, D.G. Redmond, Arthur Saxon, Mervine Thompson, Mr. Winkelhoefer, Peter Zebbits; Publications: Body Building; Training courses: Checkley System, 5/3/1926 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Alan Calvert, Edwin Checkley, Ethel Coulter, Teddy Mack, Oscar Matthes, D.G. Redmond, John Y. Smith, Henry Steinborn, Mr. Taska; Publications: Strength, 5/8/1926 (1 item)


Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Publications: Strength; Thanks for great information in your last letter, I’m proofreading my book and must go, 5/25/1926 (1 item)
Letter 12: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Publications: *Strength*; returned your pictures yesterday, not sure of one man’s name; I must go, 6/23/1926 (1 item)

Letter 13: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Books: *The Key to Might and Muscle* by George Jowett; Publications: *Strength*, 8/11/1926 (1 item)

Letter 14: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Horace Barre, Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, Mike Ford, August Johnson, Phyllis Jowett, Richard A. Pennell; Publications: *Strength*, 8/17/1926 (1 item)


Letter 16: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; People: Joseph Alzin, Mark Berry, Eugene Caouette, Ethel

**Letter 17:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles that Ottley could write: Men’s Light Exercises, Women’s Exercises, Wrestling; People: Dean Carroll; Publications: *Strength*, 12/14/1926 (1 item)

Letter 18: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: Women’s Exercise, Wrestling; People: Joe Acton, Americus, maybe Fred Beel, Paul Bowser, Dean Carroll, Frank Gotch, George Hackenschmidt, likely Youssouf Ismail, Evan Strangler Lewis, Charles MacMahon, Mr. Mammouth, Dan McLeod, Joe Yankee Rogers, Matsada Sorakichi, George Walker; Publications: *Strength*, 12/28/1926 (partial letter) (1 item)

Box 2: 3 Folders: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1927-1928 (178 items)

Box 2, Folder 1: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1927 (61 items)

Letter 1: Coulter to Jowett: Re: article for magazine and pictures to illustrate the article, 1/3/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 2:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles Ottley could write: Breathing, Calisthenics, Club swinging, Concentration, Contraction, Dumb-bell, Expander, Massage, Muscle Control, Posing, Pulley weights, Relaxation, Speed drill, Spring, Stretching, Suppleness, Swedish drill, Wand drill; Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Ethel Coulter, George Dembinski, D.G. Redmond, Jack Russell; Publications: *Strength*, 1/3/1927 (1 item)
Letter 3: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles that Ottley could write: *Calisthenics, Fighting, Men’s Light Exercise, Muscle Control, Posing, Swedish drill, Women’s Exercise or Women’s Sports, Wrestling*; Publications: *Strength*, 1/22/1927 (1 item)

Letter 4: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles that Ottley could write: *Fighting, Wrestling*; Publications: *Strength*, 2/4/1927 (1 item)


Letter 7: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: George Hackenschmidt; Publications: *Strength*, 2/22/1927 (1 item)

Hackenschmidt, Bess Jowett, William Thompson, Gene Tunney, likely Jess Willard, 3/7/1927 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, George Hackenschmidt, Bess Jowett, Miss Kosyk, Teddy Mack, D.G. Redmond, likely Ted Williams, 3/15/1927 (1 item)

Letter 10: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Fayette Title and Trust, Frick Steel, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, P.J. Donahoe, likely Charles Hyson, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, Teddy Mack, Charles MacMahon, Harry Paschall, D.G. Redmond, Stanislaus Zybysko; Publications: *Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, 3/17/1927 (1 item)

Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Teddy Mack, ca. 3/19/1927 (1 item)

Letter 12: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Calvin Core, 3/22/1927 (1 item)

Letter 13: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, 3/22/1927 (1 item)

Letter 14: Jowett to Ottley and Ethel Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, 4/5/1927 (1 item)

Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Breitbart Institute of Physical Culture; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, D.G. Redmond, 5/4/1927 (1 item)


Telegram 1: Jowett to Coulter: Forward finished articles immediately, use accompanying address; good news follows, 6/8/1927 (1 item)
**Telegram 2:** Jowett to Coulter: Send mail to International Protective Bureau, 937 Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, PA, 6/9/1927 (1 item)


Letter 19: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: *The Grip of Steel* by John Grun Marx; Associations: I.C.S.; Books: *Advertisers Handbook, Advertising, Preparation and Handling of Advertising* (first three books by Roland Hall), *Methods of Advertising* by Schulze Advertising Service; People: Breitbart, Ethel Coulter, William Evans, Earle Liederman, Mr. Starch; Publications: *Strength*; Schools: Harvard University, 6/14/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 20:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Breitbart Institute of Physical Culture, Man Power Publishing Co.; People: Sidney Engel, Bess Jowett, D.G. Redmond, ca. 6/15/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 21:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S., ca. 6/16/1927 (1 item)


**Letter 23:** Jowett c/o Breitbart Physical Culture to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Man Power Publishing Co., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Siegmund Breitbart, Sidney Engel, Bob Hunter, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond, ca. 6/22/1927 (1 item)

Letter 24: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: Re: *Grip of Steel*; Associations: I.C.S.; People: D.G. Redmond, 6/22/1927 (1 item)


**Letter 28:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; Companies: International Protective Bureau; People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Oscar Marineau, D.G. Redmond, 7/11/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 29:** Jowett to Ethel Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: International Protective Bureau; People: Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Man Power*, 7/15/1927 (1 item)

Letter 30: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; People: Mr. Allen, Siegmund Breitbart, Calvin Core, Sidney Engel, D.G. Redmond; Training courses: Apollo System, 7/27/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 31:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; Books: *Secrets of Strength* by Earle Liederman; People: Mark Berry, Sidney Engel, Carroll Gallagher, Bess Jowett, Miss Kosyk, D.G. Redmond, John Sloan; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, ca. 8/1/1927 (1 item)

Letter 32: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, O.H. Kosyk; Training courses: Apollo System, 8/19/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 33:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture*, ca. 8/20/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 34:** Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S., Young Men’s Christian Association (Y.M.C.A.); People: Siegmund Breitbart, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, O.H. Kosyk, Earle Liederman, Mr. Rafferty; Publications: *Man Power, Review of Reviews, Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, 8/27/1927 (1 item)
Letter 35: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; Booklets: Secrets of Muscle Making; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Archie Allaire, Dick Bachtell, Mark Berry, Charles Durner, likely Emmett Faris, Mr. Freeman, John Gauss, Mr. Kelley, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Josef Manger, Maxick (Max Sick), maybe Donald McNaughton, D.G. Redmond, Jack Sloan, Mr. Stratton, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Brief Stories, College Humor, Laughter, Man Power, Paris Nights, Physical Culture, Sentimental Stories, Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, ca. 9/3/1927 (1 item)


Letter 37: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; People: Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 9/19/1927 (1 item)

Letter 38: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: D.G. Redmond, ca. 9/19/1927 (1 item)

Herb Waddell, Stanislaus Zybysko; Publications: *Health and Life, Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/22/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 40:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; People: Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: *Man Power, Popular Mechanics, True Story*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 9/26/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 41:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: MacFadden Publications, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Charles Atlas, Anthony Barker, Siegmund Breitbart, Ethel Coulter, likely Hallo Dee, John Hernic, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: *Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics*, likely *Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, ca. 9/29/1927 (1 item)

Letter 42: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Collier and Son, Doubleday, Fayette Title and Trust, Independent Corp., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Charles Atlas, Anthony Barker, Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Calvin Core, Ethel Coulter, Mr. Damon, maybe John Egan, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Charles MacMahon, Harry Paschall, Pythisis (likely from Greek mythology), D.G. Redmond, Henry W. Titus, Herbert Waddell, likely Ted Williams; Publications: *Health and Life, Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, 10/7/1927 (1 item)

**Card 1:** Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Thomas Evans, 10/15/1927 (1 item)
Letter 43: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Charles Atlas, Mark Berry, Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Edwin Checkley, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, maybe Pigmeat Markham (hard to read), Harry Paschall, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength*, ca. 10/16/1927 (1 item)

Letter 44: Jowett to A.C.W.L.A. members: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; Would you like to see a new physical culture magazine?, ca. 10/17/1927 (1 item)


Letter 46: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Happy you will be publishing a new physical culture magazine, 10/22/1927 (1 item)

Letter 48: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Anthony Barker; Publications: Physical Culture; Here is a $50 check for the Anthony Barker names; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 10/27/1927 (1 item)


Letter 50: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Gym Junior; People: Anthony Barker, William J. Burgess, John G. Marinac; Publications: Man Power; Training courses: Apollo System, 11/9/1927 (1 item)

Letter 51: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Anthony Barker, Siegmund Breitbart, Sidney Engel, Earle Liederman, Samuel Meyers, D.G. Redmond, Mr.
Shoemaker, likely Ted Williams; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture,\nStrength*, ca. 11/12/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 52**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.;
Companies: International Text Book; People: Anthony Barker, Earle
Liederman, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: *Man Power*, ca. 11/13/1927 (1
item)

**Letter 53**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books:
*Secret of The Ages* by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; likely
Muscle Making Associated; People: Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Earle
Liederman, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture*, ca.
11/14/1927 (1 item)

Letter 54: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books:
*Secret of The Ages* by Earle Liederman; Companies: Fantus Printing, Milo
Bar-Bell, Polk Directories, Todd Printing; Locations: Niagara Falls; People:
Charles Atlas, Anthony Barker, Mark Berry, Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter,
Hercules, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Lionel
Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Publications: *Brief Stories, Physical Culture*;
Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, 11/18/1927 (1 item)

**Letter 55**: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Holidays: Christmas,
Thanksgiving; People: Anthony Barker, Earle Liederman, ca. 11/19/1927 (1
item)

Letter 56: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.;
Companies: International Text Book; Holidays: Christmas; People:
Anthony Barker, Ethel Coulter, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman; Training
courses: Apollo System, 11/22/1927 (1 item)
Letter 57: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas, Thanksgiving; People: Anthony Barker, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond; Publications: Physical Culture; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, ca. 11/26/1927 (1 item)

Letter 58: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell, Moosehead Manufacturing; Holidays: Christmas; People: Mark Berry, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Charles Trevor; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, 12/5/1927 (1 item)

Letter 59: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Anthony Barker, Robert Collier, S. Feldman, Tom Hughes, Matthew Irvine, D.G. Redmond, Tromp Van Diggelen; Publications: Man Power, ca. 12/6/1927 (1 item)

Letter 60: Jowett to Ottley and Ethel Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Holidays: Christmas; People: Anthony Barker, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, ca. 12/12/1927 (1 item)

Letter 61: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A., I.C.S.; Books: Book of Life by Collier and Son; People: Anthony Barker, Mark Berry, Robert Collier, Calvin Core, Frank Dennis, Sigmund Klein, D.G. Redmond, Mr. Ruiben, 12/29/1927 (1 item)

Box 2, Folder 2: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1/5-6/8/1928 (48 items)


Letter 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; People: Calvin Core, Bess Jowett, D.G. Redmond, ca. 1/6/1928 (1 item)

Letter 3: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books: *Secret of The Ages* by Earle Liederman; People: Anthony Barker, Mark Berry, Robert Collier, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Eugen Sandow; Publications: *Physical Culture, 1/7/1928* (1 item)

Letter 4: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books: *Secret of The Ages* by Earle Liederman; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Archie Allaire, Anthony Barker, Mark Berry, Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Mr. Long, Teddy Mack, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 1/14/1928 (1 item)

Letter 6: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Spring Grip; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, John Grun Marx, Miss McGlynn; Publications: *Popular Mechanics, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 1/20/1928 (1 item)

Letter 7: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Books: *Continental System* likely by Thomas Inch; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, likely Wahoo McDaniels; Publications: *Popular Mechanics*, 1/25/1928 (1 item)

Letter 8: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *Man Power*; Companies: Fantus Printing, Guild Letter Co., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, L. Raferty, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture, Review of Reviews, Strength, Trojan*; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 1/28/1928 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Books: *Continental System* likely by Thomas Inch; People: Earle Liederman; Publications: *Physical Culture*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/1/1928 (1 item)

Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/3/1928 (1 item)

Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Ethel Coulter, Arthur Saxon, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Trojan, ca. 2/4/1928 (1 item)

Letter 12: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: Guild Letter Co., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Earle Liederman, Mr. Shoemaker, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Physical Culture, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett’s Wrestling course, 2/4/1928 (1 item)

Letter 13: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Sigmund Klein, D.G. Redmond; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/7/1928 (1 item)


Letter 16: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Man Power Publishing; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Alan
Calvert, Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, John Grun Marx, D.G. Redmond, Arthur Saxon; Publications: *How, Trojan*; Training courses: Apollo System, 2/24/1928 (1 item)


Letter 18: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; People: Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden; Publications: *College Humor, How, Magic and Mystery, Man Power, Newsstand Group, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength, Trojan*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 2/26/1928 (1 item)

Letter 19: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Books: *Secret of The Ages* by Earle Liederman; People: Earle Liederman; Publications: *College Humor, Man Power, Newsstand Group, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength, Trojan*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 2/27/1928 (1 item)


Letter 24: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Charles Atlas, Anthony Barker, Siegmund Breitbart, Earle Liederman; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 3/27/1928 (1 item)


Letter 26: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Calvin Core; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/2/1928 (1 item)

Letter 28: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; People: Art Dandurand, Philippe Fournier, Oscar Marineau, Robert Snyder; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/5/1928 (1 item)

Letter 29: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles: *Building Better Bodies, Let’s Have the Truth, Mind and Muscle* and *Secrets of* (Arthur) Saxon (all articles by George Jowett); Associations: A.A.U., I.C.S.; Companies: Ayer and Son; People: Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Arthur Saxon; Publications: *The Body Builder, Man Power, Strength, Trojan*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/7/1928 (1 item)


Letter 31: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell, Moosehead Manufacturing; People: Mark Berry, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *The Body Builder, Man Power*, ca. 4/9/1928 (1 item)
Letter 32: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Calvin Core, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Publications: The Body Builder, Man Power; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/13/1928 (1 item)

Letter 33: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, Earle Liederman, F. Poupart, D.G. Redmond; Publications: The Body Builder, Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/20/1928 (1 item)

Letter 34: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, D.G. Redmond; Publications: Man Power; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/27/1928 (1 item)

Letter 35: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: What the Advanced Courses Do by George Jowett; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Siegmund Breibtart, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, D.G. Redmond, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: The Body Builder, Brief Stories, College Humor, How, Man Power, Newsstand Group, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength, True Detective, True Experiences, True Romance, True Stories; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 4/28/1928 (1 item)

Letter 36: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: Thrill of Being Strong by George Jowett; Associations: I.C.S., Y.M.C.A.; Booklets: The Grip of Steel by John Grun Marx; People: Ethel Barrymore, Hubert Barzen, Dr. Good, maybe Gilbert Hunt, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: The Body Builder, Man
Making, Man Power, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/3/1928 (1 item)

Letter 37: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles Ottley could write: Muscle Control; Associations: I.C.S.; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Booklets: People: Hubert Barzen, Earle Liederman, Maxick (Max Sick), D.G. Redmond, Eugen Sandow; Publications: The Body Builder, How, Man Power, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/4/1928 (1 item)

Letter 38: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Articles: Courses Born of Home (hard to read), Muscle Building Before and After 30, Muscular Proportion You Can Build, all articles by George Jowett; Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; American League of Physical Culture, I.C.S., Midland Atlantic States A.A.U.; Booklets: Grip of Steel, by John Grun Marx; People: Hubert Barzen; Publications: The Body Builder, Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength, 5/8/1928 (1 item)

Letter 39: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles Ottley could write: Muscle Control to be titled either Mind and Muscle or Muscle Control Applied to Dumb-bells; Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: New Process Co.; Contests: First Aid Contests; People: Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, D.G. Redmond, Eugen Sandow, Mr. Sundberry; Publications: The Body Builder, Man Power, Strength, 5/11/1928 (1 item)

Letter 40: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Abdominal Board; People: Bess Jowett; Publications: The Body Builder, ca. 5/12/1928 (1 item)


Letter 43: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, likely Charles A. Prouty, S. Turner; Publications: *Muscle Builder*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/24/1928 (1 item)

Letter 44: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A., Midland Atlantic States A.A.U.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell, Turner Subscription Agency; People: Mark Berry, Earle Liederman, likely Charles A. Prouty; Publications: *The Body Builder, Body Culture*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 5/25/1928 (1 item)

Letter 45: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell, Turner Subscription Agency; People: Mr. Allinor, Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, likely Charles A. Prouty; Publications: *The Body Builder, Body Culture, Physical Culture*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 6/1/1928 (1 item)

Encl.: Letter: Kable Bros. to George Jowett re: mailing and printing costs, 6/1/1928 (1 item)


Box 2, Folder 3: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 6/8-12/27/1928 (69 items)


Letter 2: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Companies: Kable Bros., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, likely Frankie Campbell, Eugene Caouette, Hermann Goerner, Sigmund Klein, likely Donat Plourde, W.A. Pullum, Vera Roehm, likely Alexander Zass; Publications: *The Body Builder, Body Culture, Man Power*; Training courses: Kellerman System, 6/14/1928 (1 item)

Alexander Zass; Publications: *The Body Builder, Man Power, Physical Culture, True Story*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 6/18/1928 (1 item)


Letter 7: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Mt. Morris Printing; Hotels: Hotel Carlton (Scranton, PA); People: Jake (Unknown last name), likely Charles A. Prouty; Publications: *The Body Builder, Man Power, Physical Culture, Trojan*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 6/28/1928 (2 items)
Encl.: Estimates for mailing and printing costs, ca. 6/28/1928 (1 item)


Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Jowett Dumbbell; Associations: Better Business Bureau, I.C.S., Women’s Institute; Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond;
Publications: *The Body Builder*, *Newsstand Group*, *Physical Culture*, *True Romance*, *Your Body*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 7/14/1928 (1 item)

Letter 12: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: Better Business Bureau, I.C.S.; Companies: Collier and Son, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, John Grun Marx; Publications: *How*, *Physical Culture*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 7/19/1928 (1 item)


Letter 14: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: European Federation of Lifters and Wrestlers, I.C.S.; Contests: *Olympic Games*; People: Mark Berry, likely Farmer Burns, Bess Jowett, W.A. Pullum, likely F.E. Schelmann, Mr. Shoemaker, Robert Snyder, maybe Carl A. Sundberg, maybe Peter Yates; Publications: *Man Power*, *Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 8/3/1928 (1 item)

Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., European Federation of Lifters and Wrestlers; Booklets: *Grip of Steel* by John Grun Marx, *The Horseshoe*; Commissions: Pennsylvania Athletic Commission; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Colonel Dieges, H. Meyers, Arthur Saxon, likely F.E. Schelmann, Mr. Weeks; Publications: *How*, *Tales of Magic and Mystery*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 8/6/1928 (1 item)
Letter 16: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U., I.C.S.; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Contests: Olympic Games; People: Colonel Dieges, H. Meyers, Arthur Saxon; Publications: Physical Culture; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Arthur Saxon course, 8/9/1928 (1 item)


Letter 21: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Book Sets: Haldeman Blue Series; Holidays: Labor Day; People: Ethel Coulter, Hermann Saxon, Mr. Wall; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Sex Rejuvenation Course, 8/30/1928 (1 item)

Letter 22: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *The Anatomy of Sex*; Holidays: Labor Day; People: Arthur Saxon, Mr. Shoemaker; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Arthur Saxon Course, Sex Rejuvenation Course, 9/1/1928 (1 item)


Letter 25: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, Sex Rejuvenation Course, 9/14/1928 (1 item)
Letter 26: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; People: Earle Liederman, Arthur Saxon, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Sex Rejuvenation Course, ca. 9/15/1928 (1 item)

Letter 27: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Officials: Postmaster General (Philadelphia, PA); People: maybe Carl T. Dreyer, Mr. Linen, Mr. Long, Bernarr MacFadden, Mr. Shoemaker, Mr. Weeks; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/20/1928 (1 item)


Letter 30: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books: *Secrets of Strength* by Earle Liederman; Companies: Ayer and Sons; People: Bernard Bernard, Bess Jowett, Earle Liederman, Mr. Linen, Bernarr MacFadden, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort, Mr. Weeks; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Sex Rejuvenation Course, 9/22/1928 (1 item)

Letter 31: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: European Federation of Lifters and Wrestlers; People: Bernard Bernard, Bess Jowett Earle Liederman, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Sex Rejuvenation Course, 9/26/1928 (1 item)
Letter 32: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; Holidays: Labor Day; People: Sam Perry; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 9/27/1928 (1 item)

Letter 33: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Abdominal Board; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *The Anatomy of Sex, The Horseshoe*; People: Earle Liederman, Sam Perry, Mr. Shoemaker, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/29/1928 (1 item)


Letter 35: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; Companies: Breitbart Inc., Muscle Making Associated; People: Siegmund Breitbart, D. Gastelu, Sam Perry, D.G. Redmond, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: *Man Power, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 10/3/1928 (1 item)

Note 1: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; People: L. Greenwald, R.F. Kelley, A.M. McBurney Jr., ca. 10/4/1928 (1 item)

Note 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; People: Frank Costa, A.H. Gilman, Herbert Inglis; Publications: *Man Power*, 10/8/1928 (1 item)


Letter 36: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Companies: Ayer and Sons; Holidays: Christmas; Publications: Man Power, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 10/10/1928 (1 item)

Letter 37: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Calvin Core, maybe Carl T. Dreyer; Publications: Man Power, Strength, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 10/10/1928 (1 item)

Letter 38: Jowett to Coulter: Please write a letter to our customers telling them why their apparatus have been delayed in arriving to them, 10/11/1928 (1 item)

Letter 39: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Abdominal Board; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Companies: Ayer and Sons; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, D.G. Redmond, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 10/13/1928 (1 item)

Note 4: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: The Horseshoe; People: T.P. Cahill, Raymond F. Dumresse, John D. Finnell, Lowell V. Fletcher,
R.A. Glosup, G.E. Hamilton, George F. Lang Jr., Tom McMillan;
Publications: *Man Power*, ca. 10/14/1928 (1 item)


Letter 42: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *The Horseshoe*; Books: *Secret of the Ages* by Earle Liederman; People: Hubert Barzen, Earle Liederman, Sam Perry; Publications: *Man Power*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 10/26/1928 (1 item)


Letter 45: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Companies: Eastern Distributing, Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Charles Atlas, Hubert Barzen, Siegmund Breitbart, Mr. Gastelic, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, Alejo Valdes; Publications: The Body Builder, Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 11/2/1928 (1 item)

Letter 46: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, John Donahoe; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 11/9/1928 (1 item)


Letter 48: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: The Horseshoe; Holidays: Christmas; Officials: Postmaster General (Philadelphia, PA); People: Earle Liederman, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: Man Power, Strength, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 11/11/1928 (1 item)


Letter 51: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Booklets: The Anatomy of Sex, The Horseshoe; Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Galler Publishing; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, likely Fred Rollon, Arthur Saxon, Lionel Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Publications: The Arena, Physical Culture, Strength; Schools: Ralston University; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Rollon System, 11/22/1928 (1 item)

Letter 52: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: The Horseshoe; Companies: Ayer and Sons, Phillip Ritter Advertising; People: Miss Davis, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, likely Fred Rollon, likely John Sloan; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture, Trojan; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 11/24/1928 (1 item)

Letter 53: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Phillip Ritter Advertising; People: Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, maybe R.H. Pelton, likely
D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Physical Culture, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 11/30/1928 (1 item)


Letter 55: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Booklets: The Horseshoe; Holidays: Christmas, New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving; People: likely Christopher Louis Pelman, maybe R.H. Pelton; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 12/5/1928 (1 item)

Letter 56: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: Mind and Muscle, Muscle Control Applied to the use of Dumbbells, Value of Comparing Feats and Measurements, all articles by Ottley Coulter; Booklets: The Anatomy of Sex, The Horseshoe; Companies: Frick Steel; People: Ethel Coulter, likely Christopher Louis Pelman, maybe R.H. Pelton; Publications: Physical Culture; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 12/6/1928 (1 item)


Letter 58: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Chest-O-Meter; Articles: Exercises that Mould Muscle, The King of Strength; Associations: Self Improvement League; Book Sets: Haldeman Blue Series, Julius Series;
The George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Letters
The H.J. Lutcher Stark Center for Physical Culture & Sports
The University of Texas at Austin

Booklets: The Anatomy of Sex, Around Vulcan’s Forge, Psychology and Personality; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Bernard Bernard, Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, maybe R.H. Pelton; Publications: American Weekly, Health and Fitness, Physical Culture, Strength; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 12/7/1928 (1 item)


Letter 60: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Wrist Developer; Booklets: The Horseshoe; People: Ethel Coulter; Holidays: Christmas, New Year’s Day; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 12/19/1928 (1 item)


Letter 62: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Pulley weights; Articles that Ottley could write: The King of Strength; Associations: I.C.S.;
Booklets: *Around Vulcan's Forge*; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas, New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving; People: Apollon, maybe R.H. Pelton; Training courses: Iron Shoe course, Jowett Institute, 12/21/1928 (1 item)


Box 3: 5 Folders: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1929-1968 (166 items)

Box 3, Folder 1: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1929 (42 items)

Letter 1: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Continental Mining; I was away to cover for another patrolman, 1/4/1929 (1 item)

Letter 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Calf Developer; Chest-O-Meter, Iron Shoe; Booklets: *Grip of Steel, Progressive Exercises*;
Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas, Thanksgiving; People: Ethel Coulter, likely Arthur Korth (hard to read), Earle Liederman, Samson (from the Bible), Arthur Saxon, Henry W. Titus; Publications: *The Body Builder, Man Power, Strength, True Story*; Training courses: Saxon Super (Barbell) Course, ca. 1/5/1929 (1 item)


Letter 4: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Holidays: Christmas; People: Calvin Core, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Bess Jowett; Publications: *Popular Mechanics*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 1/11/1929 (1 item)


Letter 6: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: Home Study Counsel (should be Council) of America; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 1/12/1929 (1 item)

Letter 8: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Schmidt Automatic; Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Hans Schmidt, Charles Trevor; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/8/1929 (1 item)

Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Earle Liederman, Mr. Shoemaker; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/12/1929 (1 item)

Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Apollo System, 3/6/1929 (1 item)

Letter 11: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *Grip of Steel*, *The Horseshoe*, *Leg Developer*; Publications: *Physical Culture*, *Strength*, ca. 3/12/1929 (1 item)

Letter 12: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Apollo Perfect Exerciser; Booklets: *The Anatomy of Sex*; People: Sam Perry, Arthur Saxon, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 3/16/1929 (1 item)


Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *Moulding a Mighty Chest*; Companies: Ayer and Sons, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Miss Davis, Earle Liederman, Mr.
Pinsker; Publications: *Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, True Story*
Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 3/21/1929 (1 item)

Letter 16: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe;
Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *The Anatomy of Sex*; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell;
Officials: New York City District Attorney; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, maybe Carl T. Dreyer, Thomas Inch, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, maybe R.H. Pelton, Sam Perry, Mr. Pinsker, D.G. Redmond, Jacques Sampson, Arthur Saxon, Mr. Shoemaker, likely T.W. Standwell, Henry W. Titus; Publications: *The Body Builder, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Marc System, ca. 3/23/1929 (1 item)

Letter 17: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Calf Developer,
Iron Shoe; Booklets: *The Anatomy of Sex*; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 3/24/1929 (1 item)

Letter 18: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Progressive Exerciser; Companies: General Fireproofing, Milo Bar-Bell, Moosehead Manufacturing, New York Central Railroad; People: Charles Atlas, George Bothner, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Mr. Pinsker, Hans Schmidt; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, 3/31/1929 (1 item)

Letter 19: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; People: Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, 4/19/1929 (1 item)

Letter 20: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Abdominal Board, Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: *Moulding a Mighty Chest*;
Companies: Ayer and Sons, International Text Book, Milo Bar-Bell;
Contests: *German American Weight Lifting Champs.*; Holidays: Easter;
People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Miss Davis, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, maybe R.H. Pelton, Mr. Pinsker, D.G. Redmond, Jacques Sampson, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 4/25/1929 (1 item)

Letter 21: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Anthony Barker, Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Mrs. Hoff, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Jacques Sampson, Henry W. Titus; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/4/1929 (1 item)

Letter 22: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Progressive Exerciser; Companies: International Text Book, Moosehead Manufacturing; People: Charles Atlas, Miss Davis, Earle Liederman, Miss McGlynn, Mr. Pinsker, D.G. Redmond, Mr. Shoemaker; Publications: Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 5/6/1929 (1 item)

Letter 23: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Progressive Exerciser; Associations: I.C.S.; People: Calvin Core, Bess Jowett, Mr. Shoemaker; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/23/1929 (1 item)


Letter 27: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; People: Charles Atlas, Mr. Case, Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, ca. 6/22/1929 (1 item)

Letter 28: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Charles Atlas, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Earle Liederman, Sue (Ethel Coulter’s sister), 7/4/1929 (1 item)

Letter 29: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Independence Day; People: Charles Atlas, Siegmund Breitbart, Athelda Coulter, Miss Davis, Earle Liederman, Mr. Shoemaker; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 7/9/1929 (1 item)
Letter 30: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books: *Secrets of Strength* by Earle Liederman; People: Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, Hermann Goerner, Karl Moerke, 7/31/1929 (1 item)

Letter 31: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *Moulding a Mighty Back*; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Athelda Coulter, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Charles MacMahon, Mr. Pinsker, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Arena*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 8/10/1929 (1 item)

Letter 32: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: *Brooklyn* (NY) *contest*; Lifts: Rectangular Fix; People: Mark Berry, Alan Calvert, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond, Warren Travis; Publications: *Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/6/1929 (1 item)

Letter 33: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: German Spring Exerciser, Iron Shoe; Booklets: *The Key to Might and Muscle*; Companies: American Athletic Appliance, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Charles MacMahon, D.G. Redmond, Hans Schmidt; Publications: *Man Power, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 9/7/1929 (1 item)

Letter 34: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: Mark Berry, Phyllis Jowett; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/21/1929 (1 item)

Letter 35: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Leg Developer; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies:
Kingsport Press, MacFadden Publishing, Nestle’s Malted Milk; People: Bernard Bernard, Bernarr MacFadden, D.G. Redmond, Arthur Saxon, Lionel Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Henry W. Titus Course, ca. 9/22/1929 (1 item)

Letter 36: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Leg Developer; Booklets: Building an Arm; Companies: Dun and Bradstreet, Nestle’s Malted Milk; People: Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, Arthur Saxon, Henry W. Titus; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Saxon course, 10/10/1929 (1 item)

Letter 37: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Calf Developer, Iron Shoe, Jowett Dumbbells, Jowett Exerciser; Booklets: The Anatomy of Sex, Grip of Steel, Moulding a Mighty Chest; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell, Progressive Exerciser Co.; People: Mark Berry, Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Ethel Coulter, maybe Carl T. Dreyer, Miss Kosyk, Earle Liederman, Charles MacMahon, Miss McGlynn, Samuel Meyers, Sam Perry, Mr. Pinsker, D.G. Redmond, likely Fred Rollon, Lionel Strongfort; Publications: The Body Builder, Physical Culture, Strength; Schools: Farmer Burns School of Wrestling; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, ca. 10/11/1929 (1 item)

Letter 38: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Leg Developer; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: Building an Arm; Companies: American Athletic Appliance, Frankford Duplicating and Advertising Service, Kingsport Press, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Charles Atlas, Earle Liederman, Arthur Saxon, Hans Schmidt; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, ca. 10/12/1929 (1 item)

Letter 39: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, German Multiplex Exerciser, Leg Developer; Booklets: Building an Arm, Building a
Back; Companies: Frankford Duplicating and Advertising Service, Kingsport Press; People: Ethel Coulter, Arthur Saxon; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 11/13/1929 (1 item)


Letter 41: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Holidays: Christmas; People: Robert Collier, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Hans Schmidt; Publications: Strength; Training courses: Continental Course, 12/20/1929 (1 item)

Letter 42: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Jock Cup, Leg Developer; Commissions: Pennsylvania Athletic Commission; Companies: American Athletic Appliance, Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Bess Jowett, Mr. Pinsker, Hans Schmidt; Publications: Battle Stories, Modern Mechanics, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Strength, Triple X; Training courses: Continental Course, Jowett Institute, 12/29/1929 (1 item)

Box 3, Folder 2: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1930-1933 (40 items)

Letter 1: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Leg Developer; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: Feats of Super Strength Made Easy by George Jowett, Moulding Mighty Legs; Companies: American Athletic Appliance, Crusader Co., Moosehead Manufacturing; Holidays:
Christmas; People: Ethel Coulter, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Arthur Saxon, Hans Schmidt; Publications: Battle Stories, Modern Mechanics, Physical Culture, Popular Mechanics, Sky Fighters, Strength, Triple X, War, War Novels, War Stories; Training courses: Jowett Institute, Saxon Super (Barbell) Course, 1/14/1930 (1 item)

Letter 2: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Books: It Walks by Night by John Dickson Carr; Companies: Harper’s Publishing; People: John Dickson Carr, Ethel Coulter, Bernarr MacFadden, Henry W. Titus; Publications: Physical Culture, 2/15/1930 (1 item)


Letter 4: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe, Peerless Machine; People: Art Dandurand, Bernarr MacFadden, Josef Manger, likely Clevio Massimo, D.G. Redmond, Hans Schmidt, David Willoughby; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, 3/21/1930 (1 item)

Letter 5: Jowett to Coulter: Profit and Loss sheet for October 1929 through March 1930 inclusive, ca. 4/1/1930 (1 item)

Letter 6: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Iron Shoe; Associations: I.C.S.; Booklets: Feats of Super Strength Made Easy by George Jowett; Companies: Donahoe’s Inc., Pennsylvania Railroad; People:
Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, D.G. Redmond; Publications: Arena, Strength; Training courses: Iron Shoe course, 5/8/1930 (1 item)

Letter 7: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Leg Developer; Companies: American Athletic Appliance, Crusader Co.; People: Phyllis Jowett; Publications: Correct Eating, Popular Mechanics, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 5/10/1930 (1 item)


Letter 9: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: New York Physical Culture Group; Have not heard from you, please write, 6/3/1930 (1 item)

Letter 10: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Hubert Barzen, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Bernarr MacFadden, Ed Quigley; Publications: Man Power, Physical Culture; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/19/1930 (date is hard to read) (1 item)

Liederman, Michael McFadden, D.G. Redmond, Henry W. Titus; Publications: Correct Eating, Strength; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 9/23/1930 (1 item)

Letter 12: Jowett to Ethel and Ottley Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: Mr. Bobbie, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Ed Quigley; Publications: Man Power, 9/30/1930 (1 item)


Encl.: Letter: Jowett c/o Jowett Institute to Coulter: Key mentions: People: John Chile, Frank Dennis, Tony Pellicotti, Charles Shaffer, Robert Snyder; Training courses: Jowett Institute; To endorse that the Jowett Institute is using Ottley Coulter’s name and photograph with Coulter’s consent, ca. 7/2/1931 (1 item)

Letter 17: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: Otto Arco, Charles Atlas, Siegmund Breitbart, Alan Calvert, Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Ed Quigley, Lionel Strongfort, Henry W. Titus; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 7/7/1931 (1 item)

Letter 19: Coulter to Jowett c/o Jowett Institute: Key mentions: People: John Chile, Frank Dennis, Tony Pellicotti, Charles Shaffer, Robert Snyder; Training courses: Jowett Institute; To endorse that the Jowett Institute is using Ottley Coulter’s name and photograph with Coulter’s consent, ca. 7/17/1931 (1 item)

Letter 20: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Seat of Health; Companies: Health Developing Co.; Ottley I can get you a steady job as the Publicity Manager for Health Developing Co., please telegraph me at once if you are interested, 8/19/1931 (1 item)

Letter 21: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Health Developing Co.; People: Ethel Coulter, Earle Liederman; Training courses: Jowett Institute; I cannot accept the job as the Publicity Manager for Health Developing Co., I would be away too much, 8/20/1931 (1 item)

Letter 22: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Health Developing Co.; Hotels: Hotel Hermitage of the Manger Hotels (NYC); Ottley you would get $50 a week and would rarely have to leave New York City in the Publicity Manager job, ca. 9/1931 (1 item)

Letter 23: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Seat of Health; Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Breitbart Physical Culture, Health Developing Co., Milo Bar-Bell, New York Central Railroad; Holidays: Labor Day; People: Siegmund Breitbart, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter; Publications: Physical Culture; George, I have decided to accept the job of being the Publicity Manager for the Health Developing Co. but only if it is permanent, 9/7/1931 (1 item)

Letter 24: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: I.C.S.; Companies: Health Developing Co.; Hotels: Hotel Wellington (NYC);
People: Mark Berry, Ethel Coulter, D.G. Redmond; Training courses: Jowett Institute; Ottley, this is a great company, you would get $50 a week and on the off chance you have to leave New York City, traveling expenses would be paid, ca. 9/8/1931 (1 item)

Letter 25: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Seat of Health; Companies: Health Developing Co.; Ottley, there is no need to rush to New York City, the job will be waiting for you whenever you want it, 9/22/1931 (1 item)

Letter 26: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: People: Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Earle Liederman, D.G. Redmond, 1/14/1932 (1 item)


Letter 28: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Health Developing Co., Milo Bar-Bell; People: Alan Calvert, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman; Publications: Physical Culture, Strength, 3/19/1932 (1 item)


Letter 30: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Berg Hantel Barbell; Companies: Health Developing Co., York Oil Burner Co.; People: Carl Abs, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, 12/7/1932 (1 item)

Letter 31: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter; George, I’m not sure if the letter I just wrote will reach you because the one I sent on 4/28/1932 got no response, 12/7/1932 (1 item)

Oil Burner Co.; Holidays: Christmas; People: Charles Atlas, Mark Berry, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, D.G. Redmond; Publications: *Strength and Health*; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 12/14/1932 (1 item)

Letter 33: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.C.W.L.A.; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Holidays: Christmas; People: Charles Atlas, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Arthur Gay, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman; Publications: *Strength and Health*, 1/13/1933 (1 item)


Redmond, Phillip Ritter, Robert Snyder, David Willoughby, likely Dietrich Wortman; Publications: Arena, Physical Culture, Strength, Strong Man, Wrestling News; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 1/30/1933 (1 item)


Publications: likely *Strength and Health*; Training courses: Apollo System, French-Canadian System, Jowett Institute, York Course, 8/31/1933 (1 item)


Box 3, Folder 3: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1935-1939 (34 items)

Letter 1: Jowett to Athelda, David and John Robert Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Ottley Coulter, Phyllis Jowett, 1/14/1935 (1 item)


Berry, Alan Calvert, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Joe Miller, D.G. Redmond, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Arthur Saxon, Warren Travis, Ray Van Cleef; Publications: *Strength, Strength and Health*; Training courses: Continental System, 10/13/1935 (1 item)


Strength) by Edmond Desbonnet (in French), No More Alibis by Sylvia of Hollywood; Companies: York Oil Burner Co.; People: Harry Good, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, likely Ben Lilly, Bernarr MacFadden, Joe Miller, Adolph Nordquest, Arthur Saxon, Henry Steinborn; Training courses: Saxon Super (Barbell) Course, 10/22/1935 (1 item)


Shaffer, Prof. Simon, A.G. Spalding, Warren Travis, Henry Victor, Clark Waddell, Herb Waddell, C.V. Wheeler, likely Fred Winters; Publications: *Physical Culture*, 10/29/1935 (1 item)


Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Catalogs: Health and Body Builders Annual Guide; Companies: American Athletic Appliance; Holidays: Christmas; People: Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Mr. Tyrell, Ray Van Cleef; Publications: The Body Builder, Physical Culture, Strength, 12/23/1935 (1 item)


Letter 17: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Articles: The Greatest Baseball Player, by Ottley Coulter; People: Venus (Aphrodite) (from Greek and Roman mythology), Mae West, 3/16/1936 (1 item)

Letter 18: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: American Athletic Appliance; People: Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, Ken Terrell, 3/17/1936 (1 item)

Notes, Strength, Strength and Health; Training courses: Breitbart Course, 4/4/1936 (1 item)


Clipping 1: Building Costs Below Normal, Survey Shows, Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, ca. 1938 (1 item)


Letter 27: Coulter to Jowett: Just found another address for you but I sent a package and a letter to the 4528 Worth Street address yesterday and hope they will be forwarded to you, 12/24/1938 (1 item)

System, How to Become a Physical Director, Saxon System, 3/30/1939 (1 item)

Note 1: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *Physical Questions Asked and Answered* by George Jowett; Companies: L. Norris Hall Steel; Publications: *The Superman*, ca. 3/31/1939 (1 item)

Letter 30: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: *Anatomy of Sex*, *Physical Questions Asked and Answered* by George Jowett; Companies: George F. Jowett Health Publications; People: Hubert Barzen, Mark Berry, Athelda Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, likely Stout Jackson, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Charles B. Swift, Charles Trevor; Training courses: How to Become a Physical Director, 4/5/1939 (1 item)

Letter 31: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Olympic (bar) bells; Associations: A.A.U., Y.M.C.A.; Booklets: *Anatomy of Sex*; Companies: Donahoe’s Inc., Frick Steel, Milo Bar-Bell, Union Supply Co., York Barbell Co.; Contests: *Olympic Games*; Groups: The Masons, The Shriners; Gyms: Milo Gym; Lifts: Olympic lifts; People: Charles Atlas, Hubert Barzen, Mark Berry, likely H. Broom, Athelda Coulter, George Hoffman, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, likely Stout Jackson, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, likely Dave Mayor, Bob Mitchell, Charles Shaffer, Charles Trevor; Publications: *Strength, Strength and Health*; Training courses: Apollo System, How to Become a Physical Director, Jowett Dumbbell Course, 6/6/1939 (1 item)

Grimek, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Robert Jones, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, likely Ben Lilly, Warren Travis; Publications: *Strength and Health*; Training courses: Jowett Dumbbell Course, Jowett Institute, 7/17/1939 (1 item)


Box 3, Folder 4: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1940-1946 (28 items)


Letter 4: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Bur Barbell Co., George F. Jowett Health Publications, Milo Bar-Bell; People: Mark Berry, Calvin Core, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, 4/15/1941 (2 items)

Encl.: Jowett to Calvin Core: Key mentions: People: Ottley Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman; re: barbell training for the United States Army; 4/15/1941 (1 item)

Letter 5: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: George F. Jowett Health Publications; People: Calvin Core, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, 4/29/1941 (1 item)
Letter 6: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: The American Health Guild; People: Charles Atlas, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 4/1/1944 (1 item)

Letter 7: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Hotels: White Swan Hotel; People: Calvin Core, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Robert Coulter (Ottley Coulter’s uncle), John Grimek, likely Robert Jones, Phyllis Jowett, likely Tommy O’Toole, Jose Prada, Charles Shaffer, Robert Snyder, Joe Stecher, Clark, Harold or Herbert Waddell (not clear in the letter); Publications: *Your Physique*; Schools: North Union High School; Teams: New York Yankees; Training courses: Apollo System, Jowett Institute, 4/20/1944 (1 item)


Note 1: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: George F. Jowett Co.; People: Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, likely Ben Rayburn, 6/26/1944 (1 item)

Letter 9: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Fulcrum Barbells, Fulcrum Dumbbells; Booklets: *The Key to Might and Muscle* by George Jowett; Companies: Liberty Food Market, Oxford Press; Hotels: White Swan Hotel; People: Charles Atlas, Mark Berry, Joe Bonomo, Robert
Collier, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, likely Ben Rayburn, Mr. Roberto, Charles Shaffer; Training courses: Apollo System, Body Building Course, Jowett Institute, Strong Man Stunts Made Easy, Super-Advanced Course, 8/19/1944 (1 item)

Letter 10: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Apparatus: Fulcrum Barbells; Booklets: *The Key to Might and Muscle* by George Jowett; Companies: The Falstaff Press, Liberty Food Market, York Barbell Foundry; People: Charles Atlas, Hubert Barzen, Mark Berry, Joe Bonomo, Alan Calvert, Athelda Coulter, Ethel Coulter, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Earle Liederman, Bernarr MacFadden, likely Ben Rayburn, likely Charles Roman, Charles Shaffer, Joe Weider; Schools: Queens University; Training courses: Advanced Course, Apollo System, How to Become a Physical Director, Jowett Institute, Non Apparatus Course, 8/28/1944 (1 item)


Encl.: Receipt for Registered Mail, 12/19/1944 (1 item)

Letter 12: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: American Medical Assoc.; Booklets: Fun in Body Building; Commissions: Federal Trade Commission; Companies: Knickerbocker Press, Roberts and Reimers, Inc.; People: Sigmund Klein, Mr. Reimers, Mr. Roberts, 2/2/1945 (1 item)

Letter 13: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Booklets: Fun in Body Building; People: Russell Kelley, Sigmund Klein; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/10/1945 (1 item)

Letter 14: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: likely Arbogast (Frankish general in the Roman Empire), Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Mr. Reimers, 2/14/1945 (2 items)

Encl.: Coulter to Roberts and Reimers Inc.: Key mentions: Booklets: Fun in Body Building; Companies: Knickerbocker Press, Roberts and Reimers Inc.; Have received $50 check for use of my name and likeness in the booklet, ca. 2/15/1945 (1 item)

Letter 15: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: George F. Jowett Co., Man Power Publishing Co., Moosehead Manufacturing; Locations: Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Territory; Paper sizes: Comic, Digest, Magazine; People: Joe Bonomo, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, likely Arthur Korth, Dan
Lurie, Arty McGovern, Mr. Reimers, Joe Weider; Publications: Now, 2/17/1945 (1 item)

Letter 16: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; People: Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Robert Jones, Dan Lurie, Mr. Reimers; Publications: Reader’s Digest, Strength and Health, Your Physique, 3/9/1945 (1 item)


Letter 19: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Companies: Cuneo Press; Paper sizes: Digest; People: David Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Phyllis Jowett, Dorothy Thompson; Schools: Queens University, 4/23/1945 (1 item)


Letter 21: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Awards: Air Medal; Booklets: Instantaneous Personal Magnetism by Shaftebury, Culture of Courage, The


Box 3, Folder 5: George Jowett and Ottley Coulter Correspondence, 1965-1968 (22 items)


Letter 2: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Committees: Morrisburg (Ont., Can.) Industrial Committee; Contests: *National Police Gazette* tourney; Events: *Canadian Centennial Exposition*; People: Anton Matysek, likely Prof. E.M. Orlick, Warren Travis; Publications: *National Police Gazette*, 7/21/1966 (1 item)

Letter 3: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Tomb of Hercules; Arenas: Moose Hall, Motor Square Garden, Syria Mosque (all arenas in Pittsburgh, PA); Associations: A.A.U., A.C.W.L.A.; Awards: *Maxick (Max Sick) Medal, Strong Man of 1912*; Companies: Great Superior United Shows, Legette and Brown, Frank A. Robbins Circus; Contests: *A.A.U. Senior Weight Lifting Contest, Mr. America, National Power Lifting Contest*; Lifts: Back lift, Jefferson, Rectangular Fix; Locations: Coney Island (NY); People: Otto Arco, Charles Atlas, likely Anthony Barker, Horace Barre, Charles Batta, George Bothner, Alan Calvert, David Coulter, Louis Cyr, Dan

Publications: Billboard, National Police Gazette, New York Clipper, Physical Training Illustrated, Strength, Strength and Health; Shows: Coulter and Shaffer, Coulter Bros. Athletic Emporium, 7/26/1966 (1 item)

Letter 4: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: People: Anton Matysek, 7/27/1966 (3 items)

Encl.: Information Concerning Anton Matysek: Key mentions:
Encl.: Transcript of *Old Timer’s Column* re: Ottley Coulter in 6/1942


Letter 5: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Committees: Morrisburg (Ont., Can.) Industrial Committee; People: likely Prof. E.M. Orlick, 8/7/1966 (1 item)


Letter 7: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Prinzo kettle bells, Pulley weights, Roman Boards, Roman Chair, Roman Column; Arenas: Astrodome (Houston, TX); Associations: A.A.U., A.C.WL.A., Boy Scouts of America, Veterans of Foreign Wars; Companies: American Machine Corp., Bold Detergent; Contests: *A.A.U. Senior Weight Lifting Contest, Mr. America, Mr. Universe, National Police Gazette tourney, National Power Lifting Contest, Olympic Games*; Events: *Canadian Centennial Exposition*; Gyms: Coolspring Sports Club; Holidays: Christmas; Locations: The Alamo, Muscle Beach (Venice, CA); People: Ali Baba (a wrestler), Dick Bachtell, Hubert Barzen, Mac Batchelor, Bernard Bernard, Mark Berry, Victor Boff, Anthony Cavalcante, Calvin Core, David Coulter, David Coulter Jr., Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Louis Cyr, Clarence Darrow, Frank Dennis, likely Michael Dietz, John Donahoe, Bert Elliott, likely John Malcom Thorpe Fleming, Arthur Gay, Good Bros., Harry Good, Walter Good, Bert Goodrich, John Grimek, Bob Hasse, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, August

Letter 8: Jowett to Ottley and Ethel Coulter: Key mentions: Committees: Morrisburg (Ont., Can.) Industrial Committee; Events: *Ottley and Ethel Coulter’s 50th Golden Anniversary*; People: Ethel Coulter, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, 3/12/1967 (1 item)


Weider, Joe Weider; Political Groups: Communism, Fascism, Nazism; Religions: Christianity, 5/22/1967 (1 item)

Letter 11: Coulter to Jowett: Key mentions: Apparatus: Roman rings; Associations: A.A.U., Veterans of Foreign Wars; Companies: Mahoning and Shenango Railway and Light Co., Matthews Co., Sears; Contests: A.A.U. Senior Power Lifting Contest, Mr. Pittsburgh, Mr. Universe, Olympic Games; Events: Canadian Centennial Exposition, National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, New York World’s Fair; Gyms: Coolspring Sports Club, Milo Gym; People: likely Arvid Anderson, Charles Atlas, Horace Barre, Mr. Barton, Hubert Barzen, Mac Batchelor, John Dickson Carr, Pat Casey, likely Charles Coster, Athelda Coulter, David Coulter, David Coulter Jr., Ethel Coulter, John Robert Coulter, Louis Cyr, maybe Chauncey DePew, Bert Elliott, Leo Gaudreau, Ross Gibbs, Henry Holtgrew, Barton Horvath, Edmond Hoyle, Bess Jowett, Tommy Kono, Earle Liederman, Dan Lurie, Harry McKrell, Roy J. McLean, Pasquale Palumbo, Felix Prinzo, Bruce Randall, Charles Shaffer, Charles Smith, Karl Swoboda, Tony Terlazzo, Terry Todd, Joe Tortorea, Robert Weaver, Joe Weider, David Willoughby; Religions: Christianity, 8/18/1967 (1 item)

Letter 12: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Associations: A.A.U.; Books: The Key to Might and Muscle by George Jowett; Committees: Morrisburg (Ont., Can.) Industrial Committee; Companies: Milo Bar-Bell; Contests: Mr. Universe; Events: Canadian Centennial Exposition; Locations: Montreal Hall of Fame; Newspapers: New York Times; People: Mr. Angelia, Hubert Barzen, Mac Batchelor, The Beatles, Bernard Bernard, Mark Berry, Victor Boff, Avery Brundage, Cassius Clay (Muhammad Ali), likely Charles Coster, David Coulter, David Coulter Jr., Ethel Coulter, Louis Cyr, Art Dandurand, Jack Dempsey, Wilfred Diamond, Colonel Dieges, Leo Gaudreau, Gauss Bros., Ross Gibbs, Good Bros., Bill Good, Harry Good,
John Grimek, Doug Hepburn, Robert (Bob) Hoffman, Barton Horvath, Jim Jeffries, likely August Johnson, Bess Jowett, Phyllis Jowett, Sigmund Klein, Rosie Kramer, Sam Kramer, Art Levan, Earle Liederman, Helmar Liederman, Dan Lurie, Josef Manger, Mr. Mormon, likely Prof. E.M. Orlick, Tommy Pack, Charles Shaffer, Charles Smith, John Terpak, John Valentine, Ben Weider, Joe Weider, David Willoughby, likely Dietrich Wortman; Political Groups: Black Power, Socialism; Projects: International Seaway-Hydro Power complex; Publications: Health and Life, Health and Strength; Religions: Christianity; Religious Denominations: Catholic, Mormon; Schools: McGill University, 9/10/1967 (1 item)

Willoughby; Publications: Health and Life, Health and Strength, Skill, Strength, Strength and Health; Training courses: Apollo System, 12/18/1967 (1 item)


Letter 16: Jowett to Coulter: Key mentions: Committees: Morrisburg (Ont., Can.) Industrial Committee; Events: Canadian Centennial Exposition; People: Hermann Goerner, Sam Kramer, likely Clevio Massimo, Eugen Sandow, Arthur Saxon, 1/14/1968 (1 item)
Letter 17: Jowett to Joe Plaia: Key mentions: Apparatus: Jowett Dumbbell; Awards: *Fox World Lifting Belt*; Lifts: Hand and Thigh, Jefferson; People: Ottley Coulter, Richard K. Fox, Doug Hepburn, Charley Jefferson, Warren Travis, Ben Weider, 1/14/1968 (1 item)


philosopher), Jose Prada (Mexican Muscular Marvel), Felix Prinzo, likely Ben Rayburn, G.W. Rolandow, Clarence Ross, Eugen Sandow, Arthur Saxon, Hermann Saxon, Kurt Saxon, likely Norb Schemansky, likely Hans Schmidt, Charles Shaffer, Charles Smith, Robert Snyder, Josef Steinbach, Alan Stephan, Hans Steyrer, Karl Swoboda, Ellen Todd, Terry Todd, Joe Tortorea, Warren Travis, Clark Waddell, Harold Waddell, Herbert Waddell, George Weaver, Ben Weider, Joe Weider, Stanislaus Zybysko; Wladek Zybysko; Political Groups: Communism; Publications: National Police Gazette, Strength; Religions: Judaism; Religious Denominations: Catholic, Protestant; Schools; University of Texas at Austin; Training courses: Jowett Institute, 2/8/1968 (1 item)